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Introduction

Our previous book, Planning the Defense, covered the basics of how to defend
a bridge contract. It described the three different types of signal: attitude, count
and suit preference, and when you should use each of them. It explained also the
important technique of counting. The rewards for counting points, distribution,
defensive tricks and declarer’s tricks are substantial. Some players go through life
without counting anything. ‘I like to enjoy my bridge!’ they say. You will rarely find
their names at the top of any result sheet.
This book follows hot on the heels of its predecessor. It moves to the next level
of bridge defense. You may find some of the plays and techniques are new to you,
even a little bit difficult at first glance. Persevere! Most worthwhile accomplishments
in life involve a bit of effort and application. Some of the most satisfying moments
in your bridge career will come when you and your partner combine to find the only
way to defeat a contract.
As in our two books, Planning the Play of a Bridge Hand and Planning the Play —
the Next Level, the description of each deal will conclude with a brief summary of
the required plan, such as:
DEFENSIVE PLAN (East): I expect declarer to hold the KQ
after partner’s count signal of the 9. I will win the first round to
block declarer’s diamond suit.
We enjoyed writing this book and we hope you enjoy reading it. If you find winning
defenses more often in the future, that will be a bonus!
Barbara and David
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Many thanks indeed to Tom Anderson, who very kindly checked an early
draft of this book for us. He demonstrated an eagle-eye for typos and made
many valuable suggestions.

Part I
Managing defensive
communications

1
Planning Defensive Hold-up Plays

One of the defenders’ most powerful weapons is the hold-up play. By refusing to play
a stopper on the first round or two, you can prevent declarer from enjoying extra
tricks in dummy’s best suit.

Holding Up a Single Stopper
Take the East cards on the first deal:
			
 742
			
 K63
			
 932
			
 K 10 5 3
 Q 9 8 3			
 8 5			 N
W
E
 Q J 10 8			
S
 962
			
 AK6
			
 QJ4
			
 AK54
			
 QJ7






J 10 5
A 10 9 7 2
76
A84

West
North
East
South
				2NT
pass
3NT
all pass

Your partner leads the Q and continues the suit when declarer allows this card to
win. What is your plan for the defense when declarer wins the next diamond and
leads the Q?
If you win with the A, declarer will score three club tricks to go with two
further winners in each of the three other suits. Game made! To prevent this, you
must hold up your A not only on the first round but also on the second round,
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when declarer continues with the J. Your partner will assist you in the hold-up
process with a count signal. He will play the 2 on the first round (low to signal an
odd number of cards).
Let’s say that declarer continues with a third round of clubs to your ace. You
have no diamond to play, after declarer’s hold-up on the first round. You also have
no wish to play hearts, which would allow declarer to reach dummy with the K and
score the K. So, you switch to the J.
Declarer wins with the K and leads the Q, your partner following with the
8. This is again a count signal. He has two hearts to declarer’s three. Once more
you must hold up your ace in the suit, to prevent declarer from crossing to the K.
You duck again when the J is played and the contract then has to go one down.
DEFENSIVE PLAN (East): When clubs are played, I will hold up
the A until the third round. When he plays hearts, I will again
hold up twice. On both suits partner will give me a count signal.

Holding Up a Double Stopper
On the next deal you hold a double stopper in dummy’s long diamond suit.
			
 A74
			
 J63
			
 K J 10 8 3
			
 85
 J 9 5 3			
 8 5			 N
W
E
 9 7 2			
S
 Q962
			
 KQ6
			
 AK72
			
 64
			
 A 10 7 4






10 8 2
Q 10 9 4
AQ5
KJ3

West
North
East
South
				1NT
pass
3NT
all pass

You are sitting East and your partner leads the 3 against 3NT, dummy playing low.
Declarer wins your 10 with the K. What is your plan for the defense when he next
leads the 6 to dummy’s 10, your partner playing the 2?
Your first task is to read the lie of the diamond suit. Your partner’s 2 is a count
signal, showing an odd number of diamonds. The most likely situation is that
12 |
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partner holds three diamonds and declarer has two. (If partner had one diamond to
declarer’s four, your play in the suit would not make any difference.)
Many defenders would win with the Q and return the 8, hoping to drive out
dummy’s A entry before the diamonds were set up. Not the best! Declarer would
win with the Q in his hand, set up the diamonds and later cross to the A to enjoy
three diamond tricks and make the contract.
Instead you should allow dummy’s 10 to win the first round. You take the
second round of diamonds and continue with the 8. Declarer wins in his hand with
the Q, but he now has no diamond to play. He will score only one diamond trick
and go down.
DEFENSIVE PLAN (East): It seems that declarer has two
diamonds, so I will hold up on the first round. He will make only
one diamond trick and go down even when he began with KQx.
Let’s see something quite remarkable — a deal where you must hold up a double
stopper twice! It’s not so hard to see what will happen if you fail to do so. Take the
West cards.
			
 10 5 2
			
 A65
			
 53
			
 10 8 7 5 2
 K 8 7			
 J 10 9 8 4			 N
W
E
 J			
S
 AQ96
			
 AJ
			
 KQ3
			
 AK742
			
 KJ4






Q9643
72
Q 10 9 8 6
3

West
North
East
South
				2NT
pass
3NT
all pass

You lead the J. Partner plays a discouraging 2 and declarer wins with the K.
What is your plan when declarer leads the K?
It’s possible that declarer holds KJx, so you hold up the A on the first round.
Your partner follows with the 3. This is a count signal, a low card to show an odd
number of clubs since the 4 is missing. It’s very unlikely to be three, since declarer
opened 2NT. And even if South did start with a singleton K, he would hardly have
attacked the suit. So, you know that declarer started with KJ4.
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Declarer continues with the J. What will happen if you win this trick? Again
declarer will score three club tricks. You must hold up once more. After this sparkling
start to the defense, declarer will score only two club tricks instead of three. You
wouldn’t find such a defense at the table just because you had read about it in a book.
You could work out exactly what would happen if you defended any differently!
Thwarted in the club suit, declarer will duck a diamond in the hope that the suit
breaks 3-3. Unlucky, and he goes one down.
DEFENSIVE PLAN (West): When declarer leads the K and J,
I will play low, keeping my AQ. If I won the first or second
round, declarer would make three club tricks and the game.

Retaining a Stopper in Dummy’s Long Suit
Take the West cards on this one
			
 97
			
 75
			
 A 10 8 6 4 2
			
 743
 Q 6 2			
 Q J 10 8			 N
W
E
 K Q 9			
S
 10 9 5
			
 AJ4
			
 AK92
			
 J5
			
 AK62






K 10 8 5 3
643
73
QJ8

West
North
East
South
				2NT
pass
3NT
all pass

Declarer wins your Q lead with the ace, partner playing a discouraging 3. How
will you defend when declarer plays the J next?
If you cover with an honor, declarer will have the chance to duck in dummy
and finesse the 10 subsequently. He will then score five diamond tricks and make
the contract easily. You can prevent this unappetizing outcome by following with
the 9 on the first trick. Declarer’s J will win but he will then be restricted to two
diamond tricks instead of five. The best he can do is to set up an extra trick in clubs
but he will still go one down.
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Now try these... (1)
A.			
 J752
			
 763
			
 985
			
 KJ2
					
		
Q led			 N
W
E
					
S
			






A
984
J 10 4 3
A9864

After bidding of 1 – 2; 4, West leads the Q. Declarer wins with the A and
leads the Q, partner following with the 3. What defensive plan will you make?

B.			
 A83
			
 10 4
			
 10 7
			
 QJ9762
					
		
J led			 N
W
E
					
S
			






64
KQ6
Q8543
AK4

South opens 1NT and is raised to 3NT. Declarer wins your partner’s J lead with
the Q and leads the 10, your partner playing the 8. Sitting East, what is your
plan?

C.			
			
			
			
 4
 J 10 8 3
 Q J 10 9 5
 A96






W

J732
9754
A
J752
N
S

E

After a start of 2 – 2; 2NT (22-23 points), North bids 3 (Stayman) and South
denies a four-card major. He ends in 3NT and wins your Q lead in dummy, East
playing the 3. Declarer then leads the 2 to East’s 3 and his king. What is your
plan?
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Answers (1)
A. Declarer may have started with AKx. He is probably playing the Q to set up a
discard for a heart loser in his hand. Your partner’s 3 is a count signal, showing
three clubs and leaving declarer with Qx. You should therefore hold up your A
on the first round, to prevent him from crossing to dummy for a discard. If he plays
a second club, you will win with the A and return a heart to set up a winner for
partner. You will need him to have one more trick, perhaps the K or A, to beat the
contract.
The full deal is:
			
 J752
			
 763
			
 985
			
 KJ2
 8 6			
 A
 Q J 10 5			 N
 984
W
E
 A 7 6 2			
 J 10 4 3
S
 10 7 3
 A9864
			
 K Q 10 9 4 3
			
 AK2
			
 KQ
			
 Q5
If partner had signaled with the 7 instead, you might place him with 10732,
leaving declarer with a singleton Q. Then you would win the first round of clubs.

DEFENSIVE PLAN (East): Partner’s 3 count signal tells me that
declarer has two clubs. I will hold up the A on the first round, to
prevent declarer from discarding a heart loser on dummy’s clubs.

B. Declarer is a big favorite to hold the K. If you win the first round of clubs, he
will win your spade return with the king and clear dummy’s club suit. The A will
remain as an entry for him to score the long cards in the suit. Since dummy has only
one side entry, the A, you must hold up in clubs even though you have a double
stopper. Declarer will then make only one club trick instead of four and go down.
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